
From: Valorie Macy
To: AGO - Info
Subject: Request for public documents
Date: Wednesday, September 15, 2021 11:48:29 AM

EXTERNAL SENDER: Do not open attachments or click on links unless you recognize
and trust the sender.

I am writing to request public documents, and to tell you that your office was mislead, and lied to in the
cooperative investigation it worked with HSI SAC Boston concerning former SA .

 

HSI SAC Boston managers, ASAC Cahill, DSAC Shea, RAC Jeffrey Stillings ( all suddenly retired) used
the Office of Professional Management ( OPR ) Portsmouth New Hampshire, to coverup 
crimes, when it go involved in the prosecution against  by your office. There was no reason for
them to get involved in a criminal prosecution of a former employee.

 

The reports of abuse were mishandled by DHS ICE HSI SAC Boston; they were covered up and the
victims were ignored HSI SAC Boston did a pretend investigation were they went to each of the victims
homes with their black suits, their sworn statements and recording devices. They spent thousands of
dollars in taxpayer money flying to Las Vegas to interview , going to Vermont to
interview , Missouri and interviewed .  They claimed they were doing a true
investigation of the crimes committed by  .  When they closed their briefcases hours after the
investigations and admonished the victims: “ Do not tell anyone about this, or you will affect our
investigation”

 

Does this sound familiar? It should because it was the exact words that the FBI used to quiet the victims
of Larry Nassar.

 

The HSI SA Boston office did the same thing to cover up the investigation into the sex abuse of girls by
. Further they abused their authority by getting involved in the case with your office (AG

donovon) Regardless of what they may have told you, their sole purpose of getting involved to protect 
 was to cover up that he was a predator who had abused his office and molested girls, and

committed crimes while on the job. The sole purpose of HSI SAC Bostons involvement was pure cover
up.

 

As Attorney General of the state of Vermont it is beholding on you to protect the  victims who have
suffered at the hands of .  , sexual abuse and assault,  attempted
kidnapping, , sexual abuse.

 

All of the Vermont State police reports were written to be slanted in a way to protect  and reduce any
charges, if they couldn’t be shut down completely, to the lowest charge possible.

 



Dan Trudeau, who was only a Sargent in the Vermont State Police, assisted Jeffrey Stillings, Bart Cahill,
Micheal Shea, in the coverup of  behavior, and his sexual molestation of these girls.

 

How much is a little girl worth?

 

For Dan Trudeau she is worth a fancy new job driven by glowing reviews from HSI SAC Boston!

 

Therefore, with this being said, I am requesting the following documents related to the Case against
, with , victim.  The investigation took place from approximately 2018 –

2019 ,

 

Let me know of any charges there may be for these documents: 

 

Thank you,

 

Valorie Macy

Granby MA 01033

 

 

Valorie Macy, MSS

Hartford, CT 06103

 

You may write me down in history

    With your bitter, twisted lies,

You may trod me in the very dirt,

     But still, like dust

        I’ll rise.



 

       Maya Angelou

 



From: Valorie Macy
To: AGO - Info
Subject: Request for Public records
Date: Wednesday, September 15, 2021 1:13:03 PM

EXTERNAL SENDER: Do not open attachments or click on links unless you recognize
and trust the sender.

I am writing to request public documents, and to tell you that your office was mislead, and lied to in the
cooperative investigation it worked with HSI SAC Boston concerning former SA .

 

HSI SAC Boston managers, ASAC Cahill, DSAC Shea, RAC Jeffrey Stillings ( all suddenly retired) used
the Office of Professional Management ( OPR ) Portsmouth New Hampshire, to coverup 
crimes, when it go involved in the prosecution against  by your office. There was no reason for
them to get involved in a criminal prosecution of a former employee.

 

The reports of abuse were mishandled by DHS ICE HSI SAC Boston; they were covered up and the
victims were ignored HSI SAC Boston did a pretend investigation were they went to each of the victims
homes with their black suits, their sworn statements and recording devices. They spent thousands of
dollars in taxpayer money flying to Las Vegas to interview , going to Vermont to
interview , Missouri and interviewed .  They claimed they were doing a true
investigation of the crimes committed by  .  When they closed their briefcases hours after the
investigations and admonished the victims: “ Do not tell anyone about this, or you will affect our
investigation”

 

Does this sound familiar? It should because it was the exact words that the FBI used to quiet the victims
of Larry Nassar.

 

The HSI SA Boston office did the same thing to cover up the investigation into the sex abuse of girls by
. Further they abused their authority by getting involved in the case with your office (AG

donovon) Regardless of what they may have told you, their sole purpose of getting involved to protect 
 was to cover up that he was a predator who had abused his office and molested girls, and

committed crimes while on the job. The sole purpose of HSI SAC Bostons involvement was pure cover
up.

 

As Attorney General of the state of Vermont it is beholding on you to protect the  victims who have
suffered at the hands of .  , sexual abuse and assault,  attempted
kidnapping, , sexual abuse.

 

All of the Vermont State police reports were written to be slanted in a way to protect  and reduce any
charges, if they couldn’t be shut down completely, to the lowest charge possible.

 

Dan Trudeau, who was only a Sargent in the Vermont State Police, assisted Jeffrey Stillings, Bart Cahill,



Micheal Shea, in the coverup of  behavior, and his sexual molestation of these girls.

 

How much is a little girl worth?

 

For Dan Trudeau she is worth a fancy new job driven by glowing reviews from HSI SAC Boston!

 

Therefore, with this being said, I am requesting the following documents related to the Case against
, with , victim.  The investigation took place from approximately 2018 –

2019 ,

 

Let me know of any charges there may be for these documents: 

 

Thank you,

 

Valorie Macy

Granby MA 01033

 

 

Valorie Macy, MSS

Hartford, CT 06103

 

You may write me down in history

    With your bitter, twisted lies,

You may trod me in the very dirt,

     But still, like dust

        I’ll rise.

 



       Maya Angelou

 




